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I am going to discuss the state of women and the video game industry using this
pipeline format because ultimately that is what we are interested in – getting women
into equitable jobs within the industry
Studies and anecdotes show that careers in game development often start with a
passion for playing games. Playing games is an entry point to computers and
technology literacy
We know virtually nothing about women studying games per se – though stats for
women in higher ed are good and stats for women in some tech fields are
improving…unclear whether formal educational requirements might help or hinder
entry.
We do know that women are underrep in comp sci and eng though.
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Here is what girls and women see when they play video games. Here is what the
makers of video games (mostly men) are making.
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More detailed stats show not only a hyper-feminized, hyper-sexualized depiction, but
also a reduced role – a bystander or ancillary character
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What about games for girls and women or casual games? These are the games
women play aren’t they?
Well great – the industry responded to make ‘female friendly’ games that are highly
gender stereotyped or require so little skill as to be devalued in terms of real status as
a player.
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School 26 in particular – the point is to engage in social engineering to make new
friends at a new school
Princess Peach was an interesting adaptation where Peach saves Mario and Luigi, but
she does so by getting power from 4 emotional states
EverQuest is an MMORPG very popular among women – still bad visuals and many
women report sexist experiences in the game play
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So, despite your early experiences and exposure you get a job in the industry…you
have to weather computer science and engineering courses first…
And you get to the top of your game as the manager of a large new studio in Toronto
and…you smell pretty.
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And you are underrepresented in a big way
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And you get paid less than your male peers
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And you face vertical and horizontal segregation
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So…
We also need to realize that this industry is not unionized so there is less going on in
terms of equity than in the industries you will hear about from the other panelists.
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